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Each morning, Tom Adams rises at 6 a.m. and reaches for his »
check the weather and last nighfs sports scores. After he showers and dress ,
he checks his phone again for any traffic alerts he might have to deal with on
his way to work. At 7 a.m., he pours a traveling cup fall to the brim and heads
for his car stooping to pick up the Washington Post on his doorstep To y
Post rides shotgun for the 15-mile trip to the environmental consulting firm

^^Whil^driving, Adams plugs in his iPod to listen to a podcast of highlights

from his newest music mix created by his daughter. His phone buzzes with a
text message from his friend, and he wonders if their softball game for ton g

mav he cancelled because of r&in. .
Once in the office, Adams flips open his laptop. He logs m to his account

on Facebook to track his friends throughout the day and quickly browses a _f
blogs that round up the latest news on environmental science and regulati
At Lch, he checks Twitter for the latest on the professional organizations
he follows—and on the Washington Nationals baseball team. He= scans

few national online news sites and then sorts through the day s postal mail

two brochures on upcoming seminars along with current copies

Environmental Reporter and the Federal Register. „irpoHv has
It is noon in the Washington, D.C., area, and Adams al eady ha

processed hundreds of media messages-and ignored or missed thousands
more By the time he returns home at 6:30 p.m., he ™J1 have processed

hundreds more before he ever sits down to order an "on-demand movie or

nlav online games with his brother in Miami.
Several hundred miles away, Lorayne Oglesbee begins her day with

a televised morning show, complete with news, weather and tips jfor
entertainment, cooking, and fashion. As she dresses and packs her briefcase,
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she pauses to check Ae local forecast 0° ^ ^the'

g0„ V to her two school-aged daughter, Mor^^ ^ ^
work, she sends a text message National Public Radio before beginning

Asshedmes^e b^ wNanc^^b she

morning ™ ^ Bbl" ^ ^ been ^ "

""Stanch with her s.ster, she spends

databases to prepare for an uPC°"ain^leaRueyfor review. She responds to
^id having to work m *e

^Thmk about your day

you moved through your day. You k Twitter) email, and testing
S choices about .hat to read,

irrelevant, unclear, or ,Unmf^"f,nas C)r celebrity tweets.

IttnTw" "pi- r.S"ont and hni to .ore m-depd,
"^ate of any message Ues in good wiring crafted in a style d« -
capture a busy, ac J audience. This chapter dtscusses

. Vinw writers can understand and serve audiences,

time of headlines and shorter messages.

Reaching Audiences    —

People today h„e a nearly tnsa^e^events

such as devastating tornadoes m ^ pe0pie in an uncertain and

^g wo^etorgTr Wormanon that keeps them safe and saves

^^'s audiences also

aiscussron of cents

found on online independent sites and blogs.
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Others turn to Twitter feeds, Facebook fan pages, or text messages from

relatives and friends. Overall, audiences want and need information that wi

help them cope with—or escape from—everyday life. ^
How do writers get through the clutter of todays lifestyles: and.the

glut of media messages? How do they reach waiting audiences? They do it
with good writing. Audiences will not stick with messages that are confusing,
incoherent, or unbelievable. Writers today must craft messages that attract

and hold people with their content and structure. Messages today must be
simple, clear, accurate, and relevant and often are emotionally compelling.

Writing Is the Basic Task

Before they are printed, posted, broadcast, aired, or distributed iusages:are

written. Communicators have to write first, regardless of what medium

technology they use. Consider these examples:

h A radio reporter types stories before she reads them on the 6 a.m.

news show. .
n A public relations specialist sends a targeted email to legislators,

informing them of the state's natural gas surplus.

. An advertising copywriter creates a direct mail letter for customers of

a sporting goods company.
h A television journalist tweets an update on a high-profile murder case.

h The editor of the campus newspaper blogs about her decision to

pubhsh a controversial photograph.
. An online journalism student writes the introduction to a multimedia

documentary on hog farmers,

a A web site developer maps an animated guide to holiday events.

All communicators must write a message before it is sent to its intended

audience. Once writers let go of a message drey have
whether the audience pays attention. Although the message rtught arrrve,
might be crowded out, deleted, ignored, or overlooked.

Roadblocks to Reaching Audiences

A variety of obstacles exist between writers and their audiences:

h Media and information glut. Each memo, article, text, Tweet,

advertisement, or news brief has infinitely more competition for an
individual's attention than could have been imagined a decade ago.
New information delivery systems become available almost daily.
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People use interactive and on-demand media in addition to traditional
magazines and newspapers. They are hungry for information of all
kinds and can choose from an array of media and electronic devices
that are most relevant to their lifestyles.

¦ Hectic lifestyles. Audiences today are busier than ever with multiple
commitments to work, family, and leisure. People are spending more
time online consuming and interacting with media than ever before.
The Pew Center reported that in 2012, more than half or 53 percent
of adults 65 or older said they go online or use email, a significant
number for a group that had been slow to go online. Age, income, and
education are the primary predictors of who goes onhne. Many adults
hold more than one job, so going online allows them to accomplish
more in less time in activities such as shopping.

¦ Diversity of audiences. U.S. society continues to grow increasingly
diverse in terms of racial or ethnic makeup, sexual orientation, socio¬

economic status, family structure, and so on. Media writers constantly
must work to keep up with changes in audience as well as in audience
needs and interests. No longer is the average media consumer a white,

middle-class man or woman.

¦ Unfriendly messages. A message that bores audiences or takes
them too long to understand can be the greatest roadblock. For

audiences to pay attention, messages must be readable, compelling,

clear, and simple.

Media Glut

Today's world offers more to read, watch, and listen to than anyone

could possibly consume. In the early 1960s, Marshall McLuhan predicted
today's trends, suggesting that new media would alter society in dramatic,
unanticipated ways:

Electronic technology is reshaping and restructuring social patterns of
interdependence and every aspect of our personal life. It is forcing us to
reconsider and reevaluate practically every thought, every action and

every institution formerly taken for granted. Everything is changing—
you, your family, your neighborhood, your education, your government,
your relation to "the others."

He was right: Society has changed. McLuhan could hardly have envisioned the
information explosion today. No one can possibly read or even see the tiniest
fraction of information available today. Media permeate daily life. Technol< >u>
has overcome the barriers of geography and cost—almost anyone can Imv
the equipment to be in touch with anyone anywhere in the world. People
in remote areas can tune in to events via satellite, grandparents in Atlanta
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can watch their granddaughter's dance recital in Milwaukee via Skype, and
developments at the San Diego Zoo may be watched online 24/7, worldwide,
on the zoo's pandacam.

As audiences have moved to new technologies to get entertainment
and news instantly, the so-called traditional media have been affected. Since
the 1980s, the circulation of daily newspapers has dropped, and hundreds of
newspapers have closed. While newspapers have created online versions, these
have not been as well received and successful in generating income as have

new sites that have taken advantage of ordine innovation and delivery.
Watching television news is still a daily activity for most Americans.

Although television still appears to be the main source of news, it also has dealt
with declining ratings and increased competition from other news sources,

particularly for entertainment. People have many more options for video
content, such as YouTube. ComScore, a company that tracks and analyzes
media usage, including social media, reported that more than 180 milhon
U.S. Internet users watched 36.6 billion online content videos in one month
in 2012. Apple's iTunes Store has thousands of downloads of TV episodes
and movies, among other items, and all subscriptions can be aggregated under

iCloud.
Traditional media have seen an explosion of niche creations—such

as magazines, cable channels, satellite radio, and television—and all have

increased offerings on the media buffet. More speciahzed media, more diverse
media, and more electronic media—in fact, more media of all kinds—are on
the market and taking audiences on a roller-coaster ride into an unimagined

future of interactive and virtual reahty. And all these media, old and new,

compete fiercely for audience share and attention.
In the last decade, the advent of social media has further congested

the media mix and increased competition for audience time. ComScore

reported in 2012 that almost 17 percent of online minutes are spent on social
networking sites. With only 24 hours in a day, people's attention to previous

media favorites is declining or has even disappeared.
Today's media audiences are filled with people accustomed to fast

food, fast travel, fast information—and lots of it. An ever-increasing

array of mobile devices and applications can deliver immediate, high-
quality information that an expectant audience uses for daily tasks, such
as commuting and banking.

Lifestyles and Diversity

Media have proHferated, but no new hours have been added in the day to
give audiences more time to use more media. Even though some audience
members use new media to search for information, others are more resistant,

still relying on old favorites. Some people may not have money to buy smart-
phones, tablets, or computers. Writers must be aware, therefore, that not all

audiences have access to all media. ,1
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Identifying Audiences

An audience might be few in number (members of Temple Sinai) or huge

(Americans interested in better health care). Members of small audiences
have much in common. Some typical smaller audiences withm die U.S.

population are veterans, working mothers, union members an pow
company customers. Regardless of size, every audience may be subdivided. For
example, members of the congregation at Temple Sinai willl include smaller

audiences of children, teens, young adults, smgles, marneds new parents
empty nesters, maintenance staff, grounds workers, and so on. Even a smalle

audience in the congregation, such as immigrants from other co™®es,
could be further divided into those from specific countries, such as Poland,

Germany, or Israel. . .
Breaking an audience into its composite groups is an important activity

for people who need to communicate essential messages. Eac su group

may have specific needs for information and a particular way of getting x .
A university, for example, has many audiences including students, facu ty

staff, alumni, potential students, governing bodies the media, and poten
donors. No single message will effectively reach all of these audiences.
Most universities spend a great deal of time and money developing spmfic
messages targeted to their many audiences, such as the online newsletter for

alumni, twee! for students, direct mail for potential donors, and emailed news

advisories for reporters. . .
Writers must identify their audiences. A shortcut is to ask the questio ,

"Who cares?" The answer will be a list of groups or individuals who are

potential consumers of the message.
Let's try the "Who cares?" method for listing audiences for a message.

You are writing an article for your company newsletter on a new,PollcJ^

provides preventive health care benefits to employees with children. Who
cares?" yields this list:

¦ married employees with children,

¦ single employees with children,
¦ employees thinking about having or adopting children, and
a part-time employees who have no children but wish they had health

care benefits.

Listing audiences is important because once writers have listed them,

they might change their writing approach. For the employee newsletter, your

first sentence might be:

A new company policy will provide health care benefits for preventive

medicine.
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But after yo, list audience,, your opemng becomes more personal,

children are only mildly ill. nrneram will ease those worries.
But Mega Oil's new health benefit,p^ g entive health expenses

2 The plan will reimburse employees with children P
such as well-child checkups.

^ audiences are subdued and defined,^

writers tab ^^JT^ences. The approach, structure, and

language can be chofen to suit the audience.

The Writing Process Explained      ___ 

E. B. White, in the profe^or and

™X«™-Wai'rStr»A disaplmedwntersoutofsympathy for readers:

All tbrmgb The in feriom trouble mm

attempting to write English to drain P ^ ^ mmd
dry lund or at least throw him a rope. 1 have trm
this belief of his, this concern for the bewildered read ¦

A3 a teacher m d« early
pnntedworks and 1„W levels ofh^^^^ & remedy in

and,eS^^^^
Nonsense. ^nnires no more inherent talent

Writing a sttajeh,f°,:^10^gsal^Mn compares learning to write
than following a road map Author Joel a
with learning to make salad dressmg.

This ,s a, mly »y I *»»> <• ^ ^ ^ M" "" "

^ «tb, p,t,en« » ke.p " "

b„, ,be uUn, « a tetrific S,U W

Ab"lu2^ »«*. * »*»** sim Th"'s" dW'"n'

question.
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Good writing, like good salad dressing, can make even diy material

palatable and can make good subject matter great. Like ingredients m a recipe,
Sword, sentence, and paragraph is selected
nleasing the consumer. The first bite will determme whether die diner eats
more- good writing will sell a piece beyond the first paragraph Like cooking
not every writing session will produce a masterpiece, but the end product must

' ^ ^Writers today work in the same way that writers have worked throughout

ume^by following a regimen called the writing process. Once wr
have identified their topics, they follow seven stages of the writmg process

presented here: information gathering, thinMng and planning, listing, drafting,
re^i^g^iters—whether producing a dissertation or a birth aimouncement--

follow these steps. Even students writing under deadline pressure in ckss can

go through the process in an abbreviated way: thinking, organizing, writi g,
and editing.

Stages of the Writing Process

The same sequence of steps outlined here occurs in good writing of all kinds
Once they have a topic, all communicators must gather information, dunk

about and plan the message, list key information, write the^
the message, share it, and polish it by checking and editing. Together,
these separate stages of activity form the writing process: a set of behaviors
common to all writers. Writers may vary the order of the stages and repeat

some of them, but each stage is essential to producing a good message.
Critical thinking is essential at each stage. In selecting a topic, y"

have to assess the value of the idea, whether it mil appeal to ^^ence^wh
information is available, and how to approach the research and
Bering As writing progresses, writers continue to dunk carefally about
how to communicate the information clearly and in such a way that that the

audience geteth ^ cannot understand the message, the writer-has

failed. For communication to be successful, audiences have to un ersa

the message well enough to act or react. They might form or a
opinions- ley might learn new facts; or they might write responses to
bfog posts. Prior to any of these actions, audiences must have clear, cogen

inf0r Each0 stage in the writing process is briefly explained here. Consider the

criticaltSikg skills needed in each stage. Later chapters in this book wil
explain witmgusks m greater detail. You will be referred to relevant chapters

as each stage is discussed.

Staae One: Information Gathering. .Good writers are seekers. Gathering

information or reporting on your topic is the first stage of the writing process.
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To begin the search for information, you must answef questions that all people
to Who? What? When? Where? Why? How? How much.

Basic facts and figures are easy to obtain online, but the Internet is jus
one moL EvS ™t«fne=dS to go beyond superBcial stansncs and consult

cnnrrpc snrh as those outlined in Chapter 9. .
Never begin to write without talking to odier people or readingf their

work Good writing requires basic external information or research. Go

beyondyoux own knowledge to find answers. Even if you are an expert on the

topic you must find other reliable authorities as quotable sources
P r writing an announcement of an art exhibit at a local gallery for

1p 5 writer mieht begin the questioning by talking with obviou
™ts—perhaps the curator and an art professor—who can provide answers

aS lead lie Jter to additional sources. For the exhibit ann<^cemf^s f
from the basic when and where questions, the audience still nee s to o
fotag- What types of artwork will be shown? Will prizes be awarded? WiH
any sf^cfalguest^appear at a reception? The addmonal qnesttons wdl gmde
the next steps in the information-gathering search.

1 Interviews. Writers must talk in person or by phone or email to

authorities or other appropriate sources. (Interviewing is discussed

Chapter 10.)
2 Library and online research. Any kind of writing can require' research in libraries, web sites, or databases. For example, if the art

on display at the gallery celebrates Impressionism, the writer needs to
find out Ibout the Impressionists and their art. (Basic research skdls

are included in Chapter 9.)
3 Other sources. Brochures, publications, or archives can provide

helpful information. For example, an article or brochure about last
year's art exhibit could be located through an online archive and
made accessible via a link in the finished story. (Chapter 9 explains
how to use innovative and traditional reference sources.)

It is important to gather information from a yariety of soorces. Idedly a
writer compiles more information than actually is needed so that he or she

hp celective about which information to use. .
A^: ter takes notes on every source used in the information-gadiermg

stage and^ takes care to cite that source. He or she never knows when an

important fact or statistic will emerge, when a quotable statement wlUJje
uttered or when the source of the information may be questioned. Careful

notes enable writers to attribute interesting or unusual information to source
and to be accurate about what they have written. Some -iters refet^to th

information-gathering stage as "immersion" m the topic. ^at^er
called, this first stage of writing turns the writer into an mformal expert on

subject matter.
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etaLre Two: Thinking and Planning. Once information is gathere ,
the writer studies the notes taken in Stage One for what information

seems most important and most interesting and then determines the ang

A good writer always makes decisions about priorities, keeping m mind

the audience that will receive the message. Successful writers actually picture

the probable audience, hold that image m mind, and plan the message for
imaginary group. Some writers say they write for a specific person, such as a tru
driver in Toledo, a best friend, or Aunt Mary in Hartford. Sometimes the thinking
stage will allow the writer to see possibilities for creative approaches to jntn*

In this stage of the writing process, the writer might realize ^t m re
reporting is needed before listing and writing can begm. Once the miter
has gathered enough information, he or she will begin to evaluate and set
priorities, asking, "What does my audience need to know first? What nextf
and so on. If no further gaps in information become apparent at this stage, the

writer moves on to Stage Three.

Stage Three: Listing. This stage requires writers to list the facts and ideas
that must be included in the message. Some writers note key words; others

write detailed outlines. Initial lists should be made by brainstorming, jotting
down each important element, then perhaps deleting, adding, or com inmg

items meachsts ^ complete) ^ reviews them and attempts tc.rank

the information. Imagine, for example, the top three priority items on the list
are "student art in the show," "students outside the arts," and Impressionism

is the theme." Isolating these items guides the writer to structure a mess g

that will feature student art, mention Impressionism, and appeal to students m

majors other than the arts. *4^
In this stage, the writer imposes order and organization on the

information, and the text begins to take shape.

Stage Four: Writing ,he Me,sage a, K»„ Wouli Tell I,. For most. peopk
even experieneed writers, writing seems somewhat tmnamral. In conttast

conversational speech always seems to flow. So the effiaent writer ™
message as he or she migh, tell it to a friend, thinlong about the language that

will appeal and resonate. _ Vnr
Checking the lists made in Stage Three, the writer would begin by

telling about the first and most important element in the message, perhaps

like this:

A student art show that displays the talents of 27 of the university's young
Impressionists will open at 7 p.m. Wednesday in the Parents Association Gallery

in Stamp Student Union.

Once this telling process has begun, it continues easily. The writer will move

through interesting aspects of the message to a stopping pomt after the list
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pnoride, have been mctaded. By ie end of ^
; first version of d* mejisag., sometimes eal ed a drat 1 ^ ^ ^
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whether the information is confusing or unclear, or whether any important
details are missing.

It is a good idea to share your work with a naive reader—someone who

knows far less about your topic than you. Sometimes a colleague at work or
a family member is an excellent choice for sharing because of that person's
distance from your topic.

In large offices, outside review of your message might be built in. For
example, in big companies, writing usually is reviewed by one or more editors
and often by top management. Such an editing process is helpful in many
ways, and certainly it saves the time and trouble of finding someone with
whom to share your writing.

Regardless of who is sharing and commenting on your work, you as a
writer must never forget that you did the initial research. You have expertise

on your topic that your colleagues, family members, or even top managers
might not have. Be sure to get feedback from your outside readers in a setting
where you both can talk. You might need to explain why certain parts of your
message are written as they are.

Good editing is negotiation; no editor should be a dictator. You as a
writer need to work with, and not for, editors and outside reviewers. Together,
you can produce clear, correct writing.

Stage Seven: Polishing. The final stage in the writing process is one
that many people ignore or abhor. This stage ensures the mechanical
aspects of writing are accurate and clear. A misplaced comma can confuse
a reader.

Here's where the writer of the art gallery story would consider: Is
there an apostrophe after "Parents"? as Is the word "the" capitalized in

"The Parents Association Gallery"? Finding the answers to such polishing
questions is an essential part of the writing process, and it is appropriately
the last stage. Many young writers feel that all capitalization, punctuation,

grammar, usage, and spelling must be perfect, even in an initial draft.
Concentrating on perfection in all those areas is unimportant in the early
stages of writing. You might spend 10 minutes looking in the dictionary for
a word you eventually decide not to use.

Working on word-by-word perfection at the early stages of writing is
wasteful and even paralyzing. Writers who worry about every comma will find
it difficult to get through the stages of writing. But all writers must know basic
grammar, spelling, and punctuation, which are reviewed in Chapter 2, before

they spend time polishing with stylebooks, dictionaries, and thesauruses.
All writers should polish their work, even when they pass the message

to someone for final editing. An editor or editorial assistant might make the
final checks for correctness and consistency and put a message in its final form.
Confident writers welcome assistance with these cosmetic touches, knowing

that letter-perfect writing will add to the credibility and clarity of their message.
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On Your Own   

^ to
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Exercises
A- ina for a 24-hour period between today and the next

1. Keep a media log for a no P information, how you
class. Make a chart showing Y ^ jndxeate

IZTeTenceror todol Be prepared to compare yonr medra-use
patterns with those of others m the class.

2. Interview a relatm: about^Us or^her ^ s ctaSged dming

IZ^S^rmSlrrr^onalm^W.at.sMs
or her age?

3. Choose a news event that t"

different media that repor writing style, language,

M sC— anions. Doe/ Z format for

presenting die news fit the medium's audiences? How.

4. Interview a classmate. Follow the stages °f ™1™g ^^°ge For example,
story about the person. Explam what youuhdelitrlcnrricular


